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Dear Reader
n his polemic newsletter
Counterpunch, journalist Alexander
Cockburn warns us that "a convulsion of huge importance is now
ongoing with no public scrutiny,
although it is one that will cost the public
$500 billion.''
That convulsion, he says, is electricity deregulation. It's a game that will
reduce the number of electric utilities in
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this country from several hundred to
about 10. We don't always agree with
Cockburn's views, but in this case he is
dead-on right.
If the stakes are so high, why isn't
anyone putting up a fight? he asks.
Cockburn offers two answers: utilities are
boring and arcane businesses, so nobody
cares; and public interest groups have
sold out.
As we write, the first battle is being
fought in Oregon, where Portland
General Electric and Enron Corp. are
attempting a $3.2 billion merger. The
public has generated little discernible
outrage, despite an almost daily barrage
of stories in the media. Perhaps this is
because a number of environmental
groups strongly support the deal. They
also have been promised money for pet
projects. As Larry Tuttle of the Portland
Center for Environmental Equity put it,
it's hard to stand on principle if you've
"sold out for chump change."
Cascadia Times does not believe the
public interest groups involved lack
integrity. Indeed, American Rivers and
Oregon Trout, to name two, have made
an enormous difference in the struggle to
save Northwest salmon. And for many
years, the Northwest Conservation Act
Coalition has been a lonely advocate for
energy conservation.
Still, the public can only hope against
hope the utilities will behave in the public interest. Can they be trusted to do so?
Here's a reason they can't: Recently,
Northwest utilities and some of these
same groups approved a new energy plan
for the Northwest that called on utilities
to spend 3 percent of their revenues for
conservation and energy efficiency. This
provision is entirely voluntary, but utilities promised to push legislation giving it
some teeth. But deregulation bills now in
legislatures fall far short of this soft provision. The utilities are backing those bills.
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Safety Concerns Swirl
Around Chemical Weapon
Incineration
by Kathie D11rbi11
on strucrion of a chemical
weapons incinerator at the
Umatilla Army Depot near
Hermiston,
Oregon,
appears to be on the fast
crack
now
that
the
Oregon
En ironmental
Qualit
Commission
has given the Army the necessary permit . Bute en as the Army and its contractor prepare to break ground on the
$567 million incinerator
complex, di turbing information
has surfaced in a
federal law uit in rah challenging
the
safety of the Tooele Chemical Disposal
Facility, the only operating
chemical
weapons incinerator on the American
mainland.
And in Oregon, a program
that is supposed co prepare communities near the incinerator site to deal
with a catastrophic
nerve gas release is
mired in bureaucratic mismanagement
and delay.
In early March, Tim Thomas, the
senior Army official
responsible
for
oversight of the Tooele incinerator
testified in a law uit brought b the Sierra
Club the Chemical Weapons Working

C

Group and
Vietnam
Veterans of
meri a Foundation that the facility
was forced co shut down at least six
time in it first half-year of operations.
1 he shutdowns were due to a series of
incident
chat in luded a complete
power failure,
frequent activation
of
the smokestack
alarm system, and a
leak of decontamination
fluid through
cracks in the concrete
floor. A scare
inspector testified chat the nerve agent
GB was detected
in the facility's
smokestack, in an area chat is upposed
to be agent-free.
ervc agent also has
been detected in the heating, ventilation and air conditioning filtration systems. The testimony confirmed reports
by Gary Millar,
the facility's former
general manager, who claims he was
fired for raising safety concerns.
Utah tare inspectors te ·cified that
in one instance as much as 100 gallon
of mu card ga leaked from a ton container, but warning alarms required by
the facility's permit apparently did not
go off. A former Tooele employee who
also claims he was fired for pursuing
afety concerns said he identified 20 co
30 separate concrete cracks in the facil-

The Army's plan to burn nerve gas stored near Umatilla.
worried.

icy in 1995 and alerted his upervisor .
Ierve agent decontamination
fluid later leaked through a crack in a concrete
floor into an electrical
control room,
forcing
a
plane
shutdown
last
September.
Documents
subpoenaed
from the Utah facility revealed that
thousands of cracks have developed in
the walls, floors and ceiling of the
rncmerator,

"These serious incidents,
including likely leaks into the environment,
and ignificant
new revelations
about
the technology's risk from the h ighe t
plane officials and government
managers, make it clear that the Tooele
incinerator
must be shut down to protect human
health and the environment," said Bob Guild, an attorney for
groups
seeking the shutdown.
The

Of Landslides.Coho Salmon and MisplacedTrust

Ore. has local emergency officials

start-up problem
in
rah raise gra e
que tions about the design
of the
Tooele incinerator, the Army's prototype for incinerators it wants to build in
Oregon and at six other sites. They also
cast doubt on the Army's a sertion chat
incineration
is the only proven, safe
and practical method for disposing of
the 7.2 million pounds of mustard and
nerve gase
stored at the
rnarilla
depot.
In fact, a technique known as olvated electron technology
(SET), has
hewn o much promi e in de croying
chemical weapons chat a retired Army
general involved in its marketing cold
the New York Times last month, "We
now have a really good alternative to
incineration."
The process involves
FIELD
NDTES
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TRUTH ING
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he packed public hearing the Oregon Board of Forestry held March 5 was
supposed to address clearcuts. land .lides and public safety. Bue to anyone paying attention, it also spoke volumes about why Oregon Governor John
Kitzhaber's Coastal Salmon Restoration Initiative is doomed to fail unless it is backed
by the enforcement muscle only a federal
Endangered Species Ace listing can bring.
COMMENTARY
The board and State Forester Jim Brown
spent even hour taking re timony from
con ervationists, scientists, timberland
owners and angry property owners who
live beneath unstable slope . They saw
photos of devastation and heard wrenching
accounts of the co ts, emotional and financial, borne by those who have suffered
property lo, because of their neighbors'
irresponsible logging practices. In the end,
the board summoned only enough concern
to a ·k timber companies co voluntarily
defer logging on undefined "high-risk
sites" for two years, while che department
undertakes the glacial process of considering new rule co ban logging on these sites. The timber industry, silently calculating
the value of rwo years' delay, went away smiling.
Throughout the day, Brown and the board re ·olucely eparaced people and property from fi h and screams by refu ing co consider how steepslope logging affects
salmon habitat - as if land lide triggered by logging and road building stopped at river's edge. ln fact, the ·race foreseer said the department' own cudy show that when ic
come to the effect of landslide on cream habitat, "It's our view chat we're within the
natural di turban e regime." It was obviou that

Kathie Durbin

without the political pre sure environmentalist
and a few tate legislator have
brought to bear, and some gentle prodding by Gov. John Kiczhaber, the board's choice
would have been co cake no action co reduce the ri k of landslides like rho e char cook
five live and destroyed homes, roads and bridges after lase year' floods.
\,\ hat doe all chis have to do with the go ernor's $30 million coho plan? Onl thi :
The plan's succe s depends almost entirely on voluntary efforts by landowners co protect and restore watersheds where wild coho pawn. Oregon Coa c Range timberland
owners, and co a lesser extent farmers, hold a
large piece of the wild coho's destiny in their
hands. More than half of all wild coho runs south
of the Canadian border are extinct, and twothirds co three-quarter
of those remaining are in
danger of extinction. The acional
larine
Fisheries Service faces a court-imposed April 25
deadline for deciding whether co list wild coho as
a threatened ·pecies. Yet the Department of
Forestry, its governing board and the scare'
major timberland owners continue co beha e a if
there were no connection between logging practices and coho urvival - and no urgency about
addressing ·almon habitat issues on private land.
Almost everyone gives Gov. Kiczhaber credit for crying to craft a coho recovery
plan chat brings together aJI the players - timberland owners, loggers, fishermen,
farmers, conservationist , government agencies - to begin reweaving Oregon' unraveled coastal watershed . The concept is politically attractive to the Clinton administration, which has little appetite for applying the firm hand of the Endangered Species
cc on private lands. le might e en work. gi en adequate funding for monitorinz and
enforcement and a willingness by everyone affected co sacrifice on behalf of salmon.
c ONT IN u ED ON p AGE 4

Throughoutthe day. Brown and the board resolutely
separated people and propertyfrom fish and

streams by refusingto consider how steepslope
logging affects salmon habitat.
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feeding contaminated substances into
a tank and mixing them with waterfree ammonia and metallic sodium,
thereby neutralizing the toxins. "It
destroys the agent, destroys the explosives, destroys the rocket - and you
can take the waste to a landfill," Maj.
Gen. Gerald Watson told the Times.
"And you avoid all the cost of incinerator pollution abatement equipment."
In Russia, preparations are under
way for construction of a $600 million
chemical neutralization plant that will
destroy half of Russia's 40,000-ton
stockpile of chemical weapons.
Meanwhile, closer to home, the
mayors of four towns near the Umatilla
Depot have asked U.S. Senator Gordon
Smith to call for an investigation of
alleged mismanagement of $42 million
in federal funds earmarked for development of an emergency response system
to warn people if a deadly escape of
nerve gas should occur. The mayors
complained that warning sirens don't
work, a planned emergency operations
center in Pendleton has not yet been
built, and they can't get money to buy
school buses for evacuation of children
in the event of a hazardous leak.
Jan Glarum
of the Oregon
Department of Health told a citizen
advisory group in Hermiston recently
that in the event of a nerve agent disaster, local emergency responders would
likely be on their own for the first couple of hours. In a report prepared last
year, Glarum found that medical
responders lacked adequate supplies of
antidotes; that most hospitals had no
policy for protecting personnel; that
emergency personnel had not been
trained adequately; and that there was
no overall command center to coordinate response to a nerve gas emergency.
Hermiston Fire Chief Jim Stearns
advised local directors of the Chemical
Stock pi le Emergency Preparedness

Program (CSEPP) last October that
without monitoring equipment or full
protective gear, he would recommend
that emergency service personnel
evacuate the area along with everyone
else if a nerve gas accident occurred. "I
believe you can readily see that without monitoring equipment and appropriate protective gear, we cannot
accomplish our goal of protecting our
community without putting our personnel at undue risk," Stearns wrote.
Army spokesman Jim Hackett said
it was not the Army's responsibility to
make sure local fire departments have
protective gear. Though the money
comes from the Army's Chemical
Stockpile Disposal Program, Hackett
said that responsibility is delegated to
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and state and local emergency
preparedness officials.
The Army's hands-off posture
seems odd, given its argument to the
state of Oregon last year that the risk of
a catastrophe from leaking nerve gas
canisters at the Umatilla Depot was so
serious that the state could not afford to
wait for alternative technologies to be
perfected but should move promptly to
issue a permit for construction of an
incinerator complex.
Jim Stearns knows only that the
bureaucratic snafu has put his crew of
paid and volunteer firefighters in an
untenable position. "It's frustrating to
be at the bottom of the food chain, when
we're the ones directly affected and the
ones expected to respond," he said. "On
any given day I may have four people on
duty. I don't know how many volunteers
would show up for a nerve gas emergency without the proper equipment
and protective gear. I have to say that if
I were in their shoes, I might put my
own family's safety first."
•
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Computer-generated graphic shows known extent of leakage
level nuclear waste tanks at Hanford.

High-Level
Nuclear Waste
Headed Toward
Columbia River
at Hanford

F

or more than a decade, the public has known that high level
nuclear and hazardous waste has
been leaking from underground storage tanks at Hanford, the nuclear
weapons site in Southeast Washington.
Whistleblowers
at Hanford have
said for years that groundwater contamination under the waste tanks is a
serious environmental hazard. But U.S.

beneath several of the high-

Department of Energy officials at
Hanford have consistently denied that
the waste would ever reach the
groundwater, let alone the Columbia
River located some 10 miles away.
Now they have been forced to
admit they were wrong. In the last
year, new data has shown that two
highly radioactive substances, technetium and cesium 137, have been
detected in the groundwater, along
with a hazardous heavy metal waste,
chromium. Cesium, a gamma-ray emitting isotope, is one of the most dangerous wastes at Hanford. Technetium is
less radioactive, but longer lasting.
Chromium is poisonous to salmon.
The groundwater in the vicinity of the
contamination
is flowing steadily
toward the Columbia's free-flowing
Hanford Reach, home to the last major
population
of salmon
in
the

Ground Truthing
continued from page 3

But in pitching his plan ro Vice President
Gore as an alternative to a federal listing,
Kitzhaber is guilty of misplaced trust. Take
the recent offer by the Oregon Forest
Industries Council to "contribute" $15 million coward the coho plan's implementation
through an increase in the state timber harvest tax - IF (italics) NMFS decides
against listing the coho. Does anyone imagine that the industry made this offer without consulting its bottom line? Those big
conifers that anchor stream banks, shade
screams and fall into the water, creating
pools and riffles, are money on the stump
to industrial timberland owners. They
wane the freedom to cm as many of them
as possible. Under the Oregon Forest
Practices Act, which applies to all state and
private land, loggers are required to leave
25-foot no-cut buffers along fish-bearing
streams. Under the Northwest Forest Plan,
which applies only to federal land, those
:;:: buffers must be 300 feet wide. That, in a
D°'
nutshell, is the difference between federal
.s: and state levels of protection for salmon.
~
rn Ironically, the industry's $15 million offer
L could actually backfire. NMFS Regional
Director Will Stelle has warned that conditioning funding on a no-listing decision

0

makes it less likely that the governor's plan
would be accepted as the federal recovery
plan if the coho is put on the threatened
species list.
Some of the Northwest's leading fish
and aquatic scientists have serious doubts
about the Kitzhaber plan's heavy reliance
on volunteer actions to improve habitat.
"Given the social, economic and political
climate in this state, l find it highly unlikely that the Coastal Salmon Restoration
Initiative, as presently configured, will be
successful in preventing further declines,
let alone lead to recovery of coastal salmon
stocks such that listing under the federal
Endangered Species Act will be unnecessary, " federal fisheries biologist Jeff Dose
wrote in a peer review of the plan's first
draft, released last fall. The plan's emphasis on voluntary approaches has not
changed in the latest version, released in
late February.
MFS too has reservations. As Stelle
wrote to the governor in ovember,
"(T)he hatchery and harvest elements are
relatively strong, reflecting changes that
will require ongoing major adjustments in
both commercial and recreation fisheries.
By comparison, the habitat elements of the

proposal appear co work only around the
edges of existing programs ... we believe
that several aspects will require more fundamental changes in management and permitting activities."
Kitzhaber's plan also ties coho recovery to the work of citizen watershed councils, but there's a real question whether
those councils are prepared or equipped to
do the job. Chuck Willer of the Oregon
Coast Range Association recently surveyed
ten coastal watershed councils. He found
that few had even begun to study the factors responsible for coho decline, most had
little access to technical information, and
all were frustrated by a lack of funding and
guidance from the state. "This situation is
deeply troubling, and we feel that this is a
critical flaw- a flaw that, if it remains,
damages the overall credibility of the
entire plan," Willer said. On March 6, a
coalition of 24 conservation groups
appealed to Gore to resist Kitzhaber's lobbying and protect coho salmon as a threatened species. An administration official
promised that the coho listing decision
would be purely "science-based," not
political. 1hat's a positive sign, since the
scientific evidence for the precarious status

of coho is not really in dispute.
The bottom line here is that volunteer
efforts, in the absence of strong regulation,
have had scam success in repairing damaged coastal streams, and almost no success
in averting future damage. How many timber companies volunteered to leave old
trees on their land for spotted owls before
the owl was listed? How many ranchers
offered to fence their cows out of streams
before Snake River chinook and sockeye
salmon were listed? What makes the
Endangered Species Act the most powerful federal environmental law? The answer
is simple: It puts fish and wildlife first. In
the case of coastal coho salmon, it's about
rim~

Kathie Durbin can be reachedat
akdurbin@aol.com
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Columbia's mainstem not killed off by
dams.
The significance of this data is still
being evaluated. But some experts ay
the Columbia River faces serious new
risks. This is not the first instance of
groundwater
contamination
at
Hanford. For decades, radioactive tritium and strontium have been seeping
through the groundwater and into the
Columbia at levels that exceed EPA
drinking water standards.
Scientists found cesium and technetium under 15 scorage tanks, some of
which have been leaking for decades.
The single-shelled tanks were filled
during the Cold War with waste from
pluconium production.
Still, Hanford has no plans for
addressing the groundwater contamination. The DOE has prepared a $40
billion
cleanup
plan
and
Environmental Impact Statement that
are based on the assumption that the
tank waste will not reach the groundwater. The National Academy of
Science and environmental groups
have criticized the DOE for failing to
correct the problem.
Tom Carpenter of the Government
Accountability Project in Seattle calls
the new data the most significant event
at Hanford since the decision to halt
plutonium production a decade ago.
"God knows how much is in the
groundwater and how fast it's going,"
he says. "It appears to be an ocean of
contamination."
One tank alone, known as SX-109,
has leaked 10,000 gallons of high level
waste, according co the DOE. But
Carpenter says that this tank, located
directly above the groundwater contamination, has leaked between 100,000
and 150,000 gallons, according to information he has received from the
DOE's own experts. If true, the tank
would be the source of the largest single leak ever at Hanford.
Those
experts include
two
whisrleblowers, Casey Ruud and John
Brodeur. Since 1989, Brodeur has taken his concerns to his superiors, as well
a Congress, warning of possible catastrophic contamination. A General
Accounting Office report confirmed his
claims, but the DOE took no action,
other than co fire Brodeur.
Ruud, Hanford's most celebrated
whistleblower, played a key role in the
shutdown of plutonium production
when, in 1986, he exposed serious afety lapses. He was also fired. Ruud
returned to Hanford in 1994 to work for
the DOE as tank farm manager. He
teamed with Brodeur, now a consultant, to study the groundwater issue.
They found a radiation plume
underground and traced it back to the
tanks. At first, the DOE tried to fire
Ruud, but then formed a panel of
e rperts co do a new study. Its report,
released in December, confirmed the
problem. "The im porcance of these
findings as they affect the assessment or
amelioration of risk cannot be overstated," the pane] said. It added that while
the data do not necessarily indicate an
immediate health risk co the surrounding population, the future is another
MORE

ON
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Takeover
Delivers
Loot to Texans

Got a Problem? Call Houston
by Paul Koberstein

T

hepending
merger
becween
Enron and
Portland
General Electric is hardly an
equal marriage between corporation . For Enron Corp., the
Houston, Texa -bascd energy
conglomerate, the spoils are on
the order of a colonial conquest.
The merger is a major step for
Enron coward becoming the leading seller of gas and electricity in
orth America.
For the orthwest, there's
much more to lose than the nameplate on a home-grown utility.
Enron's Texas- tyle financial and
political resources give ic the juice
to shake up regional debates over
energy anti salmon. Like
the Apollo 13 astronauts,
Northwest policy makers will
have to get used co ailing
Houston.
Enron will find lots of loot in the
Pacific orchwcst. With the purchase of
PGE, Enron gains control over the
1 orthwest Intertie, California's gateway
to government-sub idized power from
British Columbia and the Bonneville
Power drninistrarion in the U.S. Plus,
Enron gains an additional stronghold in
the growing West Coast energy market.
Enron already controls a major natural
gas pipeline in the West.
Oregon Public Utilities
Commission staffer worry they won't
be able to regulate Enron. Enron, for
e ample, could sell packages consisting
of cheap orthwest hydropower and
expensive Texas natural gas to utilities

in Southern California. Such transactions may deliver higher profits to
Enron stockholders, but would force
energy prices upward in the orthwest.
"Regulators wouldn't even know about
these deals, and couldn't do a thing to
cop chem" says Dan Meek of the
riliry Reform Project in Portland.
The merger i on hold until June,
as Enron and state regulator discuss
terms for approval. The P C is a king
for $189 million in rate cuts, but Enron
ays it can offer only $51 million. 'We

won't
be extorted,"
Enron CEO Kenneth Lay
said recently in ew York.
It remains co he seen how chis deal
might affect the region's political balance of power, which is already severely
tilted by the disproportionate weizht of
natural resource-extraction companie .
You can bee chat when the orchwesc's
politicians need a dollar for their campaigns, they'll be calling Hou ston, coo.

But
en ironmemally friendly candidates
might want to save their quarters.
Although Enron also gives to some
moderates and liberals, it funnel the
lion's hare of its PAC money to very
conservative politician who cake a rigid
anti-environmental line.
CONTINUED
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PAGE
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Special Report c o N 11 N u E o
Followin
g the
Money
Interestingly, however, Enron is a
favorite among the big environmental
organizations. "They are smart. They
think that being pro-environment is a
good business and political strategy,"
·ays Jim -larsron, director of the
Environmental Defense Fund's
E ouston office. He says Enron has been
one of the few corporations willing to
pay "externalities," the often bidden
environmental costs of doing business.
Ralph Cavanagh, a leading energy
expert with the Natural Re ources
Defense Fund in San Francisco, goes 'O
far a· to give Kenneth Lay at lea t partial credit for political victories for the
environment in the I 04th Congress:
'When the infant 104th Congress went
to town on the nation's environmental
laws, we appealed for help from the corporate community. Many former friends
were conspicuously silent; Ken Lay was
an e craordinarily honorable - and initially lonely - exception, and he is part
of the reason why the bad guys ultimately failed at most of what they
attempted. He's also been a strong
friend of renewable energy, an investor
in wind and solar, and a progressive
voice on global climate is ·ues. On environmental stewardship, our experience
i chat you can crust Enron."
Bue Federal Elections Commission
records offer another view of this corporation. Enron gave $1 million in 1995-96

to national candidate and parcie ·,
including $544,000 in so-called "soft
money" to the Republican acional
Committee. In face, Enron was the
ninth largest contributor of 'soft money" co the Republican Party during
1995-96. Enron gave another $142,000
to the Democratic National Committee.
Enrcn's PAC exercised a ta re for candidates with the wor c positions on environmental issues, from the point of view
of the League of Conservation Voters.
In other word , while Kenneth Lay
wa fighting extrerni ts in the halls of
Congres , his company's political action
committee was funding their re-election
campaigns, according co a carch of
FE records by Cascadia Times.
• Enron gave PAC money te 14 out
of che 28 Republican House incumbents with the worse possible voting
records on environmental issues, as
determined by the League of
Conservation ocers. These candidates
each scored a O percent rating from
LC , while supporting such efforts a
the salvage logging rider, gutting the
EPA's budget and crippling the
Endangered Species Acc.
• Enron supported 61 House
incumbents who received a poor LCV
score of 19 or less (100 percent being
the perfect score). Enron also supported
17 Senate incumbents with environmental racings chat low. In contrast,
Enron supported just 6 representatives
and one senator with scores above 80
percent.
• Enron gave $2,000 or more to

Considering a Move?
Consider

Laurie Joooeofeld
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$·¥00
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Natural Resources Council, Friends of Trees, The Fund for
Animals, Mckenzie River Gathering Foundation, The Feral
Cat Coalition of Portland, 1000 Friends of Oregon.
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on! 16 candidates - 8 representatives,
8 senators, all Republicans. Each registered an LC score in the "extremist"
range of 8 or less.
• Enron gave $17,500 co Bob Dole's
presidential campaign, but not a dime to
Bill Clinton.
o sleeping in the Lincoln
bedroom: Lay chaired GOP also-ran
Phil Gramm's presidential campaign.
Much of Enron's PAC money went
co candidates in Te as and other Gulf
states. It supported just three in the
Paci fie orthwest: Sen. Larry Craig, RID, Rep. dike Crapo, R-ID, and Rep.
Jim Bunn, R-OR. The LC considers
all three terrible on the environment.
Crapo and Craig chalked up O racings,
while Bunn s ored a 12.
If th is pattern of campaign spending continues here, clearly right-wing
politicians will have a bigger box of
ammunition for u e again t environmental causes and candidates.

Mo"Money
These results were news to Jim
Marston and Ralph Cavanagh, who each
allowed they knew little about Enron's
political contributions. The ve focused
on Enron's willingness to make a deal
with environmentalists when thorny
problems conflict with busine s con iderations. Ocher corporations, they point
out, simply try to tearnroll environmentalists.
But Enron's critics contend Enron's
environmental practices are no better
than chose of other corporation , e pecially overseas. If there's anything
unique about Enron, they say, is its skill
in cutting deals with the environmental
community.
Apparently chat's just what has happened in Oregon, where Enron signed
an agreement with 12 environmental
and consumer organizations. The deal
requires Enron to pend $1 million a
year on fish habitat projects near PGE
dams in the Deschutes Sandy and
Clackamas watersheds in Oregon.
Licenses for chose dams will soon
expire, and federal regulators are
expected co require Enron to cake seeps
that will help fish. Enron also promised
to provide some $585,000 to most of the
12 groups for a variety of projects, and
to spend money for energy conservation
and the development of wind and solar
power.
In exchange, Enron extracted the
group ' vows to lobby for the "prompt
approval" of the Enron-PGE merger.
The groups included RDC, the
Oregon Citizens Utility Board, the
Renewable Iorthwe t Project,
American Rivers, Oregon Trout, Trout
Unlimited, orthwest Environmental
Advocates, orthwest Conservation Act
Coalition, the Nature Conservancy of
Oregon, the ative Fish Society,
Community Action Directors of Oregon
and the Oregon Energy Coordinators'
Association.
But the value of their support for
the merger i unclear. According to
some legal experts, ic' doubtful anyone
can step this merger, once it is approved
by state regulator . Oregon statute
defer to the Public Utilities

Comrnis ion's judgment. Indeed, the
groups claim to have gained some benefit in what they ay otherwise was a lost
cause. Cavanagh said they extracted
" ignificant new commitments to energy efficiency, low-income services and
renewable energy." Plus Enron
promised to separate its power generation and distribution businesses, a move
that could discourage the use of coal
plants, reducing pollution.
Bue critic Kevin Bell, a Seattle
energy consultant, said the agreement
can't be enforced, and delivers no
"demonstrable, quantifiable" benefit to
consumers or the nvironment. "Their
(Enron') commitment co the environment and clean energy runs exactly as
deep a is politically expedient," Bell
say'. "I have seen many utilities make
stirring promises, and dis pose of chem
as soon as the spotlight got turned off."
Steve Forrester, editor of The Daily
Astorian (ba ed in ide PGE's ervice
territory, in Asteria, Ore.), has written a
series of seven blistering editorials critical of che deal. He wrote in an editorial
that the deal "imposes no meaningful
obligation" on Enron. He said the money for fish projects "is probably far less
than federal authorities will require
PGE to spend anyway." And the
$500,000 chat goes co the 12 group ,
Forrester said, quoting a PUC report,
will come from the pockets of customer , not from stockholders
In an e-mail respon e, Cavanagh
fired back chat environmental groups
are "all historically better judges of
environmental/equity values than the
Daily Astorian." To this, Forrester
replied, " o doubt they are. Bue we're
talking about bribery, not about environmental/equity values."
From a public relations standpoint,
the deal has been a disaster for the 12
groups, but a coup for Enron. "Enron
gets the public perception they are good
environmental player ," one Oregon
environmental insider said. "They want
to look like good guy . They don't wane
the press to be saying chat the environmental community in Oregon is all
holding hands against chem."
On the ocher hand, a number of
environmentalists, including Andy Kerr,
the former executive director of the
Oregon Natural Resources Council,
question the integrity of groups chat
igned on. For the record, 0 RC was
not asked to sign, and would not have
signed had it been asked.
Kerr, now a writer in Eastern
Oregon, said the problem with such
deals in general is that they make public
interest groups look bad. "The appearance is you are being bought off. Do
you need to make it look like you are on
PGE's payroll? Was it poor judgment? I
would say yes. Was it nefarious?
Probably not. Was it good operating procedure for public interest groups? No."
Bue Bob Jenks, executive directer
of the Citizens Utility Board said the
criticism is overblown: "I'm tired of getting beat up by the left on this," he
said. Although the Citizens Utility
Board signed the agreement, it will not
accept any money from Enron, and in
fact has been lobbying in opposition to

the merger. Jenks said he will continue
seeking concessions from Enron. CUB
did not demand rate reductions before it
signed the deal, but want them now.
After the deal was made public,

ancy ewell, chair of orthwest
En ironmencal Advocate 'Board of
Director , resigned in protest against
her own organization's decision to sign
the agreement. ' I cannot attach my
name to a philosophy like that," she
said. "They have made a major mistake." She and ocher activists are re iving an old idea of establishing a publicly-owned utility in Portland, similar to
ones operating in Seattle, Tacoma,
Salem Eugene and Sacramento. The
effort, if successful, would carve the
heart out of Enron/PGE' customer
base.
1

The

Bottom
Line

Fundamentally, chis deal is not
about con umers or the environment.
From the beginning, it's been about
money. The merger probably would
never ha e happened if PGE hadn't
found a way toe cape $1 billion loss
tied to the 199.:i closure of its only
nuclear plant. Trojan. Like everal other
nuclear planes designed by
Wescinghou ·e, Trojan had developed
cracks inside its steam generators, rendering it incapable of operating without
expen ive repairs.
But in 1995, PGE found a way to
cover its loss: shift it onto the backs of
its cuscomers. This shift, approved by
the Public Utilities Commission,
requires con umers to pay 87 percent of
PGE's unpaid Trojan bill. The move
substantially increased the value of the
utility, and a year later, Enron made its
bid. On the day the merger was
announced, the value of PG E's ·cock
·oared more than $800 million.
The only entity now standing in
Enron' way is the Oregon Public
tilir Cornrnis ion, whose staff contends consumers should get some portion of the $800 million windfall. They
say Enron hould reduce power rates by
189 million over four ears. Enron first
offered nothing, later raised it to $12
million and most recently reportedly
offered $51 million
Experienced obser · ers expect the
Oregon PUC staff to back off demands
for significant rate concessions from
Enron and PGE, paving the way for the
three-member commission co approve
the merger. But Enron/PGE, obviously
exasperated with tare regulacor , wa ·
taking few chances. In late February, a
corporate I bb i t per uaded a leading
Oregon legislator to introduce a bill chat
, ould gut a ke part of the P C' regulatory authority. Enron then offered co
build a fiber optic network in rural
Eastern Oregon in exchange for votes,
but an industry a sociation, distrusting
Enron's motives, killed the bill.
Cavanagh, however, continue co
back the le ans, calling the bill "a
dumb although not, I chink, malevolent, mistake, which originated nor at
Enr n but at PGE.'
•
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rian Fransen wades a creek
too small to name in western Washington, waving a
sort of wand over the
water. He bears a roboticlooking backpack that periodically hums, a signal that some little
fish are going to have a bad day.
Stunned by the wand, they boil to the
surface to be stuck in buckets, sorted,
counted and weighed. Their stomachs
are pumped before they go back to the
stream, mostly unharmed.
This electroshocking of fish is a single and ordinary act of science. Fransen
is a fish biologist, parr of a broad network of investigators filtering through
the streams and estuaries of the Pacific
coastal rainforest trying to unravel the
central question of the region: What
damage have we done co the once mag11111
~ nificcnt runs of salmon and how might
.:: we undo some of it? Yet Fransen asks
c that question in a specific place. His
iS research scream is a tributary of the
CIC
c.)
Willa pa Ri, er, part of the discrete
Cf.I
CIC 620,000 acre watershed of Willa pa Bay.
c.:, This context gives his work meaning. In
r-,
0'>

aCover Photo: An early-19905 clearcut on
Weyerhaeuser timberland .near Willapa
Bay removed trees all the way down to
the salmon-bear.ing stream. Photo by' ·
Peter Scboohmaker.
·

the end, it is more about community
than salmon. Willapa has so many blessings it would be hard to rank chem, but
near the top would be the accidental
blessing that was James Swan, drawn to
Willapa in 1852 by the oyster trade.
Swan had no particular gift for commerce but a great one for observation,
and he left a record of the people he
found, mostly Chinook Indians. He
called the place an "Indians' paradise,"
not romanticism, but rather a hard-eyed
assessment of the position of the
Chinooks relative to neighboring tribes.
The Chinooks were richer than their
neighbors, largely because of overwhelming natural abundance. Central to
this wealth was salmon - lavish runs of
chinook, coho and especially chum.
Salmon and oysters still figure in
Willapa's well-being, but one can ramble the fishing villages like Chinook,
Ilwaco, and South Bend, and wealth is
nor what comes co mind. As of 1990,
17.2 percent of the families in the counry chat makes up the watershed lived
below the poverty line. There has been
a corresponding decline in the wealth of
the natural community; Salmon runs
have been greatly diminished; most of
the remaining runs live on the artificial
life support system of hatcheries. This
is a reflection of another form of poverty. and there is enough in chis shared

fate of human and natural communities
to suggest a link between economic and
natural wealth, and of course there muse
be in a place so closely coupled to the
land.

S

ome of the people of Willapa, in
an effort headed by a local group,
the Willapa Alliance, are trying to
steer coward a more tenable future for
the place, but in doing so, they are
accepting no less a challenge than to roll
back chat set of attitudes that has undermined the natural wealth of the West, co
rewind Manifest Destiny.
In Willapa, the primary example of
unsustainable exploitation of the land
was and is logging. Nearly 90 percent of
the 620,000-acre drainage is in private
and state tree farms. Weyerhaeuser is by
far the largest single owner, holding 47
percent of chose tree farms. The industry leaves a heavy footprint on the land.
The watershed averages about five
miles of logging roads for each square
mile of land. Logging roads cross
streams more than fifteen times per
square mile and there arc close co three
miles of strearnside roads in each square
mile. Of the six heavily logged
drainages. the. orrh, the Willa pa. the
Palix, the Ncmah, the i aselle and the
Bear, almost 18 percent of the coca! land
is at high risk of landslide. Less than 2.S

percent of the land in these six
drainages could be called old growth.
Spawning salmon once homed co
the headwaters of streams like che
Willapa using hyper-refined senses.
Humans today locate these same headwaters using logging roads and monitoring a CB radio all the way up the twisting turns of gravel to avoid collisions
with the parade of down bound logging
trucks. All the way the roads wind along
screams mired knee-deep in sediment
winnowed to their banks. Skidding cowers dot the horizon and signal whistles
cut the afternoon air.
This wave of destruction has built
in Willapa since the 18SO's and at times
was even more damaging to the habitat
than it is now. From about 1883 until
1940, loggers floated out logs by building temporary dams, filling the backwaters with logs, then breaching the dams.
The structures, called splash dams. each
created mini-catastrophes of sediment
roaring down watersheds.
Key to the Willapa Alliance's effort
is restoration of the natural wealth of
salmon. but any strategy to create a
future for the fish must first face chis
history. Logging is one of the community's realities. Bob Lake is a gillnctrcr, a
professional salmon fisherman, but
spends most of his days now threading
his Chevy C-10 pickup through the web

of logging roads. He heads a crew of
out-of-work fishermen hired by federal
money to survey and help restore ravaged streams. On such a trip he ticked
off a list of those he blames for the
demise of the fishery and his livelihood,
which could mostly be distilled co a collection of one: the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife.
There's cause for some of that anger. As
we shall see, state policies need co
shoulder some blame, but all around his
pickup that day were clearcuts, landslides, roads and sediment-choked
streams, and Lake not once singled out
the loggers for blame. "The bottom line
is, there are coo many people preying on
too few fish," he said. "Let's not point
any fingers. If you point a finger then
pretty soon you've got three pointing
back."
Lake then launched a discussion
one hears often in Willapa: that, yes,
logging has created some problems, but
the methods are improving and
Weyerhaeuser is trying co do a better
job of protecting the fish. There are
grounds for this assertion, but as Lake
spoke, I was thinking of a clearcut I
walked a few days before near the
Willapa-Naselle divide. A small pool,
Lost Lake, stood in a square mile of
clearcut, some of it freshly logged old
growth. The lake's surface was barely
visible under debris, giving a logger's
twist of irony co the name "Lose Lake."
Fresh stumps stood within thirty feet of
a live stream, and a single wan row of
trees stood as the creek's only "buffer"
against the clearcut. Much of the cue
was a year old; egregious logging practices are not history, as loggers often
claim. I pressed Lake about chis, and he
still declined co blame the loggers as his
pickup pulled onto a live cut. Lake tells
me his neighbors are loggers and he
understands them. He himself has set
choker and felled. "I've done all the
jobs in logging too," he says. Allen
Lebovitz was raised in the Ease, a biologist by training, Yale School of Forestry,
but has been in the watershed two years
spearheading Willapa Alliance's fisheries
recovery program. He had been with me
that day on Lost Lake and called it the
saddest sight he had seen in all of his
wandering the ups and downs Willapa.
Then I repeated for Allen a charge I'd
heard others make, that the Alliance
was being too timid with logging corporations, was in effect ignoring that gorilla. "We've tried it the ocher way. We've
cried the head-on confrontation. What
happens when you take on the 2,000
pound gorilla? You gee slapped around
pretty vigorously," he says. "Frankly,
they own the majority of the watershed.
They own it outright. Lock stock and
barrcl.,.. If you want to work with private industry, private property, it's their
game, and you do need co play by some
of their rules. At the same time chat
doesn't keep you from trying to win."
Besides, Lebovirz and all others
working in \Villapa say \Yeycrhaeuser
has been both more responsive and progressive than all ocher logging companies in the state in rrying to undo some

of logging's damage. Untangling any
problem requires some examination of
its causes, but chis is less a story about
assigning culpabilities and more a search
for possibilities.

T

he simple and true answer is
that the legacy of logging has
sapped the salmon chat was
Willapa's heritage, but the story is far
more layered, first with problems from
logging and overfishing and later with
problems created by "solutions."
Beginning as early as 1899, hatcheries

about 35 million eggs a year and releasing about 15 million fish. In 1989, the
hatcheries ceased releasing chum
salmon, now turning out only coho and
chinook and some trout.
Ed Maxwell, the state's affable
manager of the three hatcheries, is
among those placing the blame for the
salmon's demise on loggers, but he
allows there is blame his agency can
shoulder for the damage to Willapa's
ecosystem that stems from early-day
ignorance of the genetic sophistication
of fish. Each drainage places particular

Willapa Basin Anadromous Fish Distribution

outcornpete natives during certain
cycles, further suppressing natural runs.
Further, more subtle problems than
genetics rippled through the system.
Partly because the hatchery fish were
ill-fitted to the system, they have a low
survival race, a particular problem for
chinook. From 1982-84, an average of
0.72 percent of chinook survived to
return as adults. About 4 percent of
coho survived during the same period.
Maxwell says the hatcheries adjusted for
this by simply turning up the volume. If
only one percent survived, as opposed
co say, ten percent, no problem. The
hatcheries would simply release ten
times as many young fish, and ten times
as many mouths to feed. The more-isbetter idea was an article of faith, and
fisheries biologists admit there wasn't a
clue as to what all these extra fish might
eat. There still isn't.
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began crying to make up for productivity lose to logging. T .ike many solutions,
this one morphed into a problem in its
own right. \Villapa's salmon fishery
today is almost completely supported by
the watershed's three hatcheries on the
. aselle, . emah and orth Rivers.
Although an active program screeches
back to the rum of the century; the
heavy meddling daces to the 1950s, following a pose-war logging boom, and
perhaps more importantly, post-war
hubris. Hatchery production has
increased about tenfold since 1950. By
1990, the three planes were hatching

demands on its inhabitants, and natural
selection has left local populations
matched co chose demands. 1 one of
this was underscood in the 1950s, so the
scare moved fish long, and now by
everyone's admission, inappropriate distances. "There was no real concern for
wild fish at all," says Maxwell. Willapa's
legacy now includes genes from the
Green, Dungeness, Simpson. Sarsop.
Humprulips, Deschutes, Trask, Elk,
Klickitat, Elkmoin, Abernathy and
Soleduck rivers as well as the Hood
Canal. With the artificial boost from
hatchery feeding. these fish often could

athleen Sayce lives in a 19th century house, one her scepgrandfather and grandmother built near
the peninsula village of ahcotta, Her
book-lined livingroom windows look
onto Willapa Bay, which is her laboratory. Her independent lab now does contract work for various groups and agencies. In 1992, Sayce began performing
an exercise called plankton cows, a simple way of sampling the amount of
plankton present in the bay at any one
time. Plankton are the floor of the food
chain. They are to the marine world
what grass is to the prairie. Oddly, no
one had bothered to routinely census
plankton before in Willapa Bay, which is
a bit like a rancher who never inventoried his grass.
Her five year's worth of data show
that plankton levels are anything but
stable. They fluctuate greatly both year
to year and week co week during the
summer peak of productivity. Sayce
began her work after being prodded by
the example of Bruce Suzumoto, who
studied plankton in Alaska's Prince
William Sound. He found that by timing release of chum juveniles to coincide with peak plankton blooms, hatcheries greatly increased the survival of
the chum.
The hatcheries of Willa pa quit
releasing chum after 1989. (Largely co
scop competing with a few remaining
natural runs, Maxwell says, but chum
are not considered a game fish, so it has
no constituency lobbying for it.), Before
that, the hatcheries made no effort to
key chum releases to plankton production. Ieanwhile, natural spawning by
chum is a tiny fraction of early numbers,
leaving a big hole in the hay's food
chain. · I'his. however, is more than an
issue for chum. Coho spend just more
than a year in streams or in hatcheries
before migrating to the hay and ac chat
point are looking for young chum for
lunch. This is their link co plankton.
The food chain is missing links
upstream as well. James Swan recorded
a clue to the significance of chis in the
1850s. Swan was on the Naselle with a
group of Indians caking salmon and
CONTINUEO
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among other details, recorded that "dogtoothed" or chum salmon were clearly
the basis of the bay's wealth. "From the
last of Augu t to the first of December
these salmon come into the Bay in myriads, and every river, brook, creek, or little cream i completely crammed with
them, and late in the fall the banks of
the river are literally piled up in rows
with the dead fish killed in attempting
co go over the fall . "
Swan al o reports that he tired of
catching these fi h, and being a proper
Eastern gentlemen, went upstream to
catch trout on flies. He got kunkcd
on.ly to return to find the Indians reeling
in boatloads of cutthroat trout u ing
salmon eggs as bait.
'I found that flies were of no
account among these wild fish. They
had not learned the wa s of a ci ilized
state of society" Swan's observations
arc ke to Brian Fransen's work.
Fransen, 'a Weyerhaeu er fish biologist,
spent the 1995-96 winter following the
decay of dead fish. On a stretch of
trearn, he anchored a pile of salmon
carcasses obtained from a hatchery.
These carcasses would normally be
'piled up in rows" in the scream if natural spawning occurred. Then he compared growth rates of salmon and trout
fingerlings there to rate on a stream
with no carcasses.
or only coho, but
chinook., stcelhead and cutthroat trout
all grew much faster on the carcassladen tream. In the fall young f h f d
almo r exclusively on carcasses. Then,
when eggs were present, the young fish
grew selective and thrived on eggs,
especially in the spring and winter
when other nutrient sources were dormant. "You just look at the fish, and
they're like little Goodyear blimps
swimming around. They're full of
eggs," he says. Fransen's work, while
supporting other similar e perirnents in
the orthwesr, goes further in getting
at the basic is ue of the salmon' role in
feeding the system. Carbon and nitrogen produced in ch ocean have table
isotopes distinct from those same elemen when chey are derived from
freshwater and land. 'ince carbon is the
basis of life, this allows him co trace the
ocean's producti e power as it moves
upstream. He found that a much as 40
percent of the carbon in tis ue from
young fish chat had never een the
ocean was built of ocean-derived elements, but it does not stop with fish. A
sample of salmon berries, a bush char
grows at streamside, showed that 10
percent of their nitrogen came from the
ocean, giving a new ignificance to the
plant's name. They are literally built of
dead salmon.
At certain rimes of the year, as
man as twenty vertebrate species,
including deer and elk, feed directly on
salmon carcasses, cycling those nutrients
further into the landscape. The natural
community ha: an economy built on its
member , all meshing together like a
eries of gears. Remove one gear, and
the machine stops turning. It loses its
power. Alt ho rel on chi productive
po er, including humans, become
impoverished in the pro ess.
Life flow· both way·. The fore t
rai .e the alrnon, but the salmon al o
raise the forest. This nutrient cycling is
nor a matter of carcasse alone. "Habitat

and spawning are equally important.
Without the quality habitat the spawning salmon carcas es tend to drift downstream. The debris functions to trap it
and hold it on the site where it's a ailable co fish and bugs and critters to
acce s," Fran en says. There is a Iona
history of wrestling with this issue of
habitat provided by woody debris.
Straight-channeled
and scoured streams
wont trap the gravel ti. h need to
spawn. This much has been known for
quite ome time, ·o variou agencies
have spent hundreds of thou ands of
dollar anchoring log jams with cables co
replace the natural debris an unlogged,
old-growth forest would provide on its
own. Everyone a sumed this was a good
thing. 'We'd made uch a huge investment in the Norrhwe t in in-scream

well less than 1 percent of the food
there once was.
He do e some more, e specially
observing a screech of stream in old
growth and came up with the notion of
a stream a one big digestive trace. The
key to the process is holding water in
pools along the stream's route. This in
turn traps organic material, such as
decaying leaves, which in rums draws
insects that eat that material. Young
almon eat the bugs. The e old-growth
pools. however, are different from the
cable-an hored structures in a kc way.
De, berry ·ays natural pool· are d. narnic. All pool age, and as the age, they
tabilize and lo e their ability to dige t
material. Rivers are dynamic and alive.
We fail to restore them if we do nor
allow them to change. Nature accom-

Out-of-work gillnetter Bob Lake now helps restore ravaged streams.
structures, and when it gets right down
to it, a handful have been monitored, so
we don't know very mu h about how
well they're working," says Pete Bisson,
a Forest Service fisherie
biologist.
Some monitoring of the Clackamas
Ri er indicated something is wrong
with the assumption that streams could
be artificially rebuilt. Says Bisson,
"There doesn't seem to be any indication from the fi h data char we're seeing
any big increase in the returns of adults
or the production of smelts."
Charlie Dewberry thinks he knows
why, and much of the answer boils
down to cables. Dcwberr doe· hi work
on Knowles Creek, a rrihurar- of the
Siuslaw River on the central Oregon
coast. Dewberry studies fish b di ing.
nder water he noticed ·omerhing curiou.: that juvenile coho n the iuslaw
were about half the size they should be.
They were tunred by a lack of food.
despite the fact that coho populations in
the y. tern were about 1 percent their
historical levels. This implied there wa

plished this , ith large, old-growth trees
that died and fell into streams then
came to re t against other tree . These
structures created a series of flats or
pools along a run of stream
"I think of these flats as a series of
beads on a sering," says Dewberry. This
array, however, was only waiting for catastrophe. In fact catastrophe i what
makes it work through periodic, massive, sweeping floods, such a those in
the spring of 1996. The floods break
loose ome of the. e huge log , and roll
them downstream. but not far resetting
the series of pond and revitalizing the
whole system. Ponds are reborn and
begin digesting again.
Dewberr did an experiment on
Knowles Creek, by building unanchored debris dams out of very large
Joo . B fore restoration, molts were t pically eighty-five millimeters long. fter,
they were clo e to double that ize at the
·ame age, hearty molts with a head start
on the cornpctitiv world downstream.
Unlike many biologists, Dewberr-

doe n't worry much about the sediment
from landslide , logging roads and
clearcuts, He points out that salmon
evolved as the glaciers were receding, a
period when there was far more ero ion
and lots of caca trophe. He said a
healthy stream channel with its normal
load of large woody debris and a protective flank of mature conifers can digest
a lot of flood-borne sediment. The key,
he says, is con ervation of old-growth
riparian vegetation where possible, and
re-establi hing mature conifers along
strearnsides where necessary. There i
no substitute for big trees.
The importance of Dewberry's
ideas extends beyond the trees though,
in that he points to a vie" of nature that
is unsettling but necessary. He speaks of
the creative forces of upheaval and catastrophe. Stability is not normal; change
is. The riparian community i a culture
of sorts, and its resiliency absorbs the
shocks of this upheaval. Once culture is
lost, so i resiliency, and one does not
rebuild it overnight, an understanding
one can reach over a cup of coffee at
L and Frances Clark' kitchen table.
The Clarks stand in a long line of gillnetters. Les i the fourth generation. his
sons the fifth, to fish the Columbia.
There was a horr gill netting season on
the Columbia River in late February of
1996, and it netted Clark one salmon
and a story that serves a a parable of
our rime', a sort of rever e loaves and
fishes: "We just had a three-day fishery.
I did catch one salmon o we're going to
have fresh salmon to eat. My youngest
son he didn't catch any. And my oldest boy - chat's his boar our here on
the trailer - he didn't go fishing. He
wasn't gonna waste any time putting the
boat in. So I cut off a couple of slices for
him and a couple of slices for the oldest
girl and a couple lices for the youngest
girls and some for my dad and mother,
so it didn 't last very long.'
Living with the river has caught
Clark these new rules. 'We're supposed
to be smart people on this planer, and I
don't chink a lot of them ha e been very
smart in the way v e've managed everything. E veryb dy ch ought there· not a
limit to everything and we can d this
forever.\ e're finding our there i a limit to everything. It will only stand so
much." "I know a, a fisherman I'm
dead, but I aid those fish have always
held me up, and they've always been
my way of life. I might nor fish anymore, but I can still do something for
those fi ·h. I can still be an environmentalist," he sa s. "You've gotta have faith.
You've gotta have faith that those fish
will come back."
Clark speaks with a depth of conviction. that is not ordinary in our day,
but flows quite naturally from long ties
to family and place. He i. not alone.
The fishermen around the Columbia
are mostlj de ccndan
of Scandinavian
immigrants, and will remind you today
that four generations understates the
case. Many of their families have been
fishing for literally thousand' of ear .
Man) have intermarried with Chinook
and other native familic around the
bay, eying them to a fishing culcurc that
stretchc back 10,000 years. If we lo
the salmon, we lose more than just fish.
Clark' commitment co a wa
flife
i coming to be recognized, even by sci-

entisrs, as a key to maintaining ecosystems. Writing in the journal Restoration
and Management
ores, the biologist
Daniel L. Bottom says, "If recovery of
Pacific salmon indeed requires a longterm commitment, and if the depth of
that commitment
depends on cultural
experience, then the will co restore
could simply die along with the memories of potlatches, festivals, and family
river trips no longer nourished by the
seasonal surge of silver and king· up
clear-flowing streams. Stripped of their
cultural meaning, the salmon imprinted
to Pacific ri ers and harvested en route
by local fishermen are readily replaced
by those fed pellets in distant sea cages
and delivered co market by jet pilots.
Without the bond of the salmon tradition,
orthwestern rivers, forests and
fishermen become expendable."
Says
Clark: · The day the fisherman is gone
will be the worse day for the fish.
Without the fishermen fighting for the
fish, the rest of them won't give a darn."

dence of the importance of this storehouse of information comes in the
remarkable homing ability of salmon,
nature's crick to ensure that a location's

long rime and
going co want
fisher in the
that you need

I assume chat you're
to have tenth-generation
Willapa. In order co do
co make sure you don't

T

he culture and accumulated
information of salmon is coded
in genes. The animals, D TA
carries a sort of binary code, completely
analogous co the code that drives computers. It is the place where a species
record the hard lessons taught by

If we've learned anything
over the last hundred years
I guess I'd argue that it's
you don't always manage to
the edge of what you know.
Maximum sustained yield.
or minimum water quality
requirements
. or all that
stuff. That you hedge your
bet. and you attempt to plan
for the unseen.
-

Peter Bisson

nature, where wisdom is handed from
generation co generation. We cannot see
it directly, but would like co read it, for
in chis code is written all chose attributes that make chi animal mysterious and
fascinating.
'vVe have seen how the various
specie such as chum and chinook interlock their life historic , so that a ystern
is not complete without che range of
player . This is the interdependence
that drives ecosystems, the way evolution fine tunes life.
The same logic cells us why local
populations of a given species are not
interchangeable. A chinook from the
Puget Sound has different demands
placed on it than one from the
Columbia system or one from Willapa.
In each of these places timing of migration varies, homing demands are wildly
different. Through 10,000 years chose
individuals possessing the thousands of
subtle little tricks survive and reproduce, tuning a community co the idiosyncra ies of its place. Our best evi-

Fish biologist

Charles Dewberry studies salmon by diving.

store of genetic information stays in that
location.
This genetic legacy immediately
brings to mind the cultural legacy
among fishing people. These two legacies are not merely analogies, but in a
real sense, exactly the same: the hardwon skills of survival.
one of the fishermen questions the need to preserve
human information that forms culture,
but among much of the human community the idea of preserving the genetic
legacy is controversial.
ingle issue's front page of che
Chinook Observer contained adjacent
stories with the headlines "Federal
hatcheries faced with extinction," and
"Ilwaco: On endangered town list?"
Political winds can sweep away hatchery
money in a heartbeat, and placing the
face of one's economy to the caprices of
those winds is a surrender of power. It
does endanger community. Unaided by
hatcheries and unencumbered by logging, the natural power of the Willapa
ecosystem produced perhaps twice as
many salmon at the cum of the century.
This is what is at stake, what can be lost
when we fail to grasp the subtle forces of
nature. Communities are endangered, to
be ure, by a vast array of forces, but ultimately behind these forces lies a community's own lack of knowledge of natural productive capacities. This is changing. The observation of the place is causing an evolution in human understanding, which is al o how community finetunes to its place by refining its information. The parallels in the two levels of
fine-tuning - genetics and human learning- are real and direct. In both cases,
it i how we attend co the health of our
heirs. It is how we cake back the power
that has been surrendered.
The biologist Pete Bisson says, "It's
hard for all of u co think long-term but
in terms of a fisherman from Willapa,
there are fifth-generation fishermen
here just like there are fifth-generation
logger . You guys have been at chis for a

throw away the pieces it's going co take.
" Veteran gillnetters like Les Clark
understand the value of their years of
experience. Some maintain that fishing
cant even be taught, that it must
absorbed, the feel of ir coming the way
a truly talented musician comes to art.
o one among them would consider a
novice successful who had survived a
sea on of heavy runs and no storms.
Information is validated only in the
tough year , because the cough year
always come. The veterans can survive
the storms. They can roll with the
punches. The same is true of time-rested stocks of fi ·h.

T

here is a plan for rebuilding the
Willapa ecosystem and its natural productivity as expressed in
salmon. Spearheaded by the Willapa
Alliance and paid for in pan by
Weyerhaeuser, it is called the Willa pa
Fisheries Recovery Strategy. Jc is consistent with what we know today about
the problem. Jc is based on a watershed
by watershed inventory and a triage of
ores, in chat it targets the best habitat
for the fir t and most intensive efforts to
preserve and restore. le emphasizes
restoration of screamside vegetation and
conservation of naturally spawning runs.
It leaves a role for hatcheries in maintaining a commercial fishery and using
technology to restore native runs. Ir
accounts for the political realities and
pursues the po sible.
Interesting, though, is the plan's
attempt to appreciate both types of information that drive the system - the accumulated knowledge of the human community and the genetic information of
the natural community. Allen Lebovitz,
the biologist behind the plan, said there
was a conscious attempt to listen co the
information of gillnetters. "One of the
biggest preconceptions I came with was
science had the majority of answers," he
says. "When I got here and had a chance
to work on the ground with some of the

folks who had lived here all their lives it
became very clear that science has got
some answers, but local knowledge is
extremely important."
Gillnetter Mark Ashley worked
directly with Lebovitz on some of the
inventorie
that built the recovery strategy. He spoke about the process, but
often in highly cynical cones one afternoon as he showed me a remote site
incubator. These arc simple barrel
devices designed to protect salmon eggs
until they .pawn, a way to bring hatchery eggs into streams lacking natural
spawners and jump- tart production.
Ashley and other volunteer fishermen
throughout Willapa have maintained
these site for many years. Ye. he
admit mistake have been made with
them. Often they are used to raise
species inappropriate for the habitat, so
fail to start natural runs, at least at that
location.
The fishermen have made mistakes, but so has everyone el e, the
source of A hley's cynicism. He does
not hesitate co talk abou; the day years
ago when tare biologist ran chicken
wire across certain screams in the valley
to prevent natural spawners from returning. The idea then was to wipe out
native chum and replace them with a
more "desirable"
species. He's heard it
all before from earlier generations of scientists who claimed co have answers.
Pete Bisson, the biologist, is normally a thoughtful fellow but becomes
more so when up against Ashley's
charge. Given this record, why should
there be any faith in what is being said
by his colleagues today? "Where is the
humility among the scientist ?" he says
"1 hat's a really good point. As scienti ts, we've sold the public a bill of
goods a number of times on these
issues, and that's a concern to me, that
m generation of fish squeezers doesn't
make that same mistake and fall prey to
the arrogance of saying chat we have all
the answers. We don't. If we've learned
anything over the last hundred years I
guess I'd argue that it's you don't always
manage co the edge of what you know.
Maximum sustained yield, or minimum
water quality requirements, or all that
stuff. That you hedge your bet, and you
attempt to plan for the unseen." Bisson
i not saying to Ashley, "Here is what
we ought to do because we know." He
is saying, "Here is what we ought to do
because we don't know.' Thi is a fundamental shift in cience. There are
limits on all things the realization driving our evolving relationship with
nature. How appropriate, then, at che
bottom of th is to under ·rand there are
limits, coo, on our knowledge. We are
not smarter than nature, and this recognition of our fundamental ignorance
may well be the best asset we have in
~
groping coward our future.
• :0
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Richard Manning is an environmental
writer and authoro/La t Stand (1991), A
Good House (1993), and Grassland
(Viking, 1995). A former reporterwith The
Missoulian and other papers, Manning
writes from Astoria, Ore.
This report was originally published by
Ecotrust as part of a continuing series on
regional ecological issues.
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Clearcutting the Distant Past
Ice Age Man Caught in Battle for the Tongass
Photo and Story by Alan Stein

A view of the patchwork

of clearcuts and old-growth forests on Prince of Wales Island in Southeast Alaska's Tongass National

T

he war for Southeast Alaska's
Tongass acional Forest may
end where it bezan more than
20 years ago: on Prince of
Wales l. land, where a handful
of Alaskans are rallying to save a gold mine of
resources -- not the lea t of which are archeological discoverie dating co the end of the I e

xge.
The first battle for the Tongass began in
1974, at Point Baker, a tiny hamlet on the
north end of the island. There, a handful of
fi herrnen, including me, challenged the fir t
l .S. Forest Service plan ever i ·sued for the
Tongass. The plan had authorized learcutting across 400,000 acres of the thenunrouched old growth rain forest surrounding
the community. The Point Baker group hired
a sole country lawyer, who went up again. t
numerous attorneys from the timber industry
and the Forest Service during a hearing in the
. S. District Court at Juneau.
Despite the odds, the lawyer persuaded
the court to declare ciearcutting illegal, thereby protecting every live tree on the north end
of Prince of Wales. The fi hermen victory,
however, wa short lived. In 1976, the timber
industry took its cau e co Congress, which
passed the ational Forest Management Act.
Among other thing , the act legalized clearcutting throughout the national fore t sy ·rem, dis-

solving the Prince of Wales injunction.
With a green light from Congress,
wilderness disappeared at a fcrociou pace.
Within 20 year , more than 50 percent of the
trees in many water hed v ere pulped or
shipped overseas. From the largest logging
camp in Alaska based in Labouchere Bay, 200
square miles of unbroken old growth landscape on the north end of the i land became a
tattered parch of clearcuts,
The f hermcn didn't know it then bur
their actions inadvertently delayed clearcutting around a yet-co-be-di covered archeological ice of international importance. In 1996,
a cave at chi. ice yielded 9, 00-year-old bone
of the Ice Age Prince of Wales Man. His jaw
and hip are the olde t human bones ever
recovered from Alaska. The discovery of
Prince of Wales Man brings a higher level of
conflict to the Tongas .. His bones are the first
definitive proof of che human migration from
Asia into the Western Hemisphere along the
oast of laska at the end of che Ice Age.
s we will see, now at stake on Prince of
Wales is whether priceless archeological evidence of chat first great migration into the
Western Hemisphere will be forever lost to
researcher when logging and road building
resume this year. In caves yet to be discovered may lie more bone and artifacts mar
reveal how human societies evolved during

Forest.

their first 10,000 year in the ew World.
Protecting archeological sires from logging in the area that produced Prince of Wales
Man carries enormous significance, according
to one leading researcher,
orman 1' lacl.eod,
a paleontologist at the British Museum of
acural History who has spent his career
looking at global climate change over geological time. "The fossils and artifacts those sites
in Ala ka provide," Macl.eod says, "are
point. of light that allow u to understand how
we came to our present po ition and predict
what is likely co happen in the ne: t 10, SO,
l 00, or even l ,000 years."

T

he latest battle for the Tonga s ari es
our
of
a
Forest
Service
Environmental Impact Statement
and land-management decision char will
result in continued timber sales to two
Louisiana-Pacific sawmills .
The government had every right co halt
the sales, under terms of its contract with L-P
that provided for cancellation if its pulp mill
in Ketchikan ever closes. The opportunity to
stop che sale arose la. r fall when L-P
announced it would hut down the mill in
March. But Alaska en. Frank Murkow ki,
the Republican chair of the Senate Energy
and
acural Resources Committee, held
National Park legislation hostage until the

Clinton Administration, with the apparent
nod of an Alaska environmental organization,
agreed to continue L-P's supply of timber for
its sawmills. nder the deal L-P worked out
with the Forest Service, taxpayers will pay the
Portland-ba ed corporation more than 140
million dollars, and sell it 300 million board
feet of timber from the Tonger s -- with most
of chat timber coming from Prince of Wales.
Moreover, L-P will build 30 miles of dirt roads
on the island' north end to fetch 40 million
board fcer of timber.
Today, ju st as in 1974, a few fishermen
standing alone, including myself, are fighting
back with an appeal.
Writing the appeal is Bill Shoaf, an exlogger who had 17 years of experience in the
Forest Service when headquarters
in
Washington, DC sent him to Alaska. Bill
Shoaf worked as a timber planner and prepared a major sale on Prince of Wales Island.
He was so shocked at seeing what he
de cribed a. wholesale violations of env ironmental laws and gross mismanagement on
Prince of Wales that he filed a whistle blower
disclosure with the
.S. Office of Special
Counsel against the Forest Service. He
charged chat between 1989 and 1994. the
Forest Service allowed 5,047 acre. on Prince
of Wales to be cut outside of approved boundaries. "Tonga s manager allowed rampant
un ·uscainable overcutting of the forest for the
sole purpose of perpetuating the long-term
timber contracts." he says, "and as :1 re ult,
have severely undercut the future for the timber industry in Alaska.
ow that the pulp
mills are pulling out, it will be the true
Alaskans, the ones who remain, who will feel
the pain of those upper management decisions. The forest managers broke the law ,
lied about it, and should be put in jail. They
arc an embarra. sment to the agency." Sheafs
appeal of the land management plan seeks to
preserve fish and wildlife habitat. ff ucce sful, it will also protect archeological find'.

T

he loo.,ing is likely to open the north
end's archeological ires to looting.
omc locals . ay chat there is sub canrial evidence that since 1954, archeological
trea ure on Prince of Wales have been d namired, bulldozed, and looted while an empire
of logging camps built more than a thou and
miles of dirt roads and clearcut more than half
of the tree in many watersheds.
Bue the Forest Service's draft environmencal impact statement does not attempt co
assess how much damage occurred, saying, "It
is impo sible co determine the extent of
[archeological] resources that ma. previously
have been di curbed in the Project rea,
because incensive [archeological]
resource
inve tigacions have been implemented only
since the 19 0 . "Thar conclu ion i nor borne

out by statements
of officials and official
reports indicating the Forest Service had a dismal past record of archeological stewardship
during most of the time it had authority over
the logging camps. One government official
who requested confidentiality said "lots of
looting" of Alaska Iative sites on the island
has occurred and continues.
A 1993 State of Alaska report backs this
up. Reviewing what happened at a large burial
and archeological site that is now largely overlain by Coffman Cove logging camp on the
cast side of the i land, the report states, "large

The only way to understand
our future is to look at largescale environmental changes
that nature has wrought in the
past. on both human and animal populations
. The archeological and geological records
are our only means of
assessing the environmental
past and testing our predictions as to what the future
may hold.
-

Norman Macleod

areas of the site have been totally destroyed for
scientific investigation."
Bulldozers
had
plowed across the burial ground; laying down
roads, parking areas, and mobile home pads,
thus corrupting a record of almost 4,000 years
of archeological history. Diesel fuel was still so
strong in the soil in 1993 that excavation at one
test pit was not possible.
Failure to discover sites is a major issue.
Forest Service archeological surveys have not
always been thorough. During the early 1980s,
entire watersheds were surveyed in one or two
days. Some workers were restricted co using
tests that missed many sites.
The draft environmental
impact statement reveals only nine newly discovered sites
over 200 square-mile area, a number about
which one archeologist expressed dismay. On
one nearby island -- in an area half the size of
the appeal area on Prince of Wales -- archeologists found 200 sites. Surveyors used the same
methodology on both-islands.
Archeological bandits may flock co the
north end co seek additional caves or likely
sites. But the Forest Service has no security
personnel deployed as deterrents. If the grave
robbers arrive, they will destroy evidence that
has worldwide significance.
"The only way to understand our future,"
says [orman MacLeod, "is co look at largescale environmental
changes that nature has
wrought in the past, on both human and animal populations. The archeological and geological records are our only means of assessing
the environmental past and testing our predictions as to what the future may hold."
•
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PUBLIC INTEREST SCIENCE CONFERENCE:
How Public Interest Scientists Are Having An Impact,
From Toxics to Biodiversity. May 2-4, 1997, Willamette
Hall, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR. Keynote
speaker: Andy Kerr, on the Politics of Science and the
Science of Policies. For more information, contact
pisc@darkwing.uoregon.edu,
or call (541) 346-5194.

WHATCOM WATCH, a monthly newspaper with a grassroots conscience, published in Bellingham, Wash.
Excellent articles on growth, wise use activism and
nature in Northwest Washington. Call (360) 733-6662.

POPULATION LAW & POLICY CONFERENCE:
From Malthus to the Millennium. Experts on sustainable development and human rights, including Stanford
Professors Paul and Anne Erlich, discuss relationships
between population and the environment. April 11-12,
Lewis & Clark College, Templeton Student Center,
Portland. Call (503) 768-6672.
lRD ANNUAL WATER Conference, sponsored by the
orthwestern Water Law & Policy Center, Lewis &
Clark College. Keynote speaker is Marc Reisner, author
of Cadillac Desert. Topics include instream flows, tribal
management of natural resources and incorporating science into policy. May 1-2, Lewis & Clark College,
Templeton Student Center, Portland. Call (503) 7686672.
$64 MILLION IN HANFORD CLEANUP FUNDS
would be diverted to noclear weapons production programs at Hanford, by keeping open the Fast Flux Test
Facility reactor. Do you agree? Make your opinions
heard at a U.S. Department of Energy public hearing on
the Hanford cleanup budget, 6 p.m. April 2, in the
Seattle Center Lopez Room. The Community Action
Network is sponsoring a protest rally outside the hearing.
Call (206) 547-0952.
A CONFERENCE ON THE ECOLOGY of Southern
Oregon's biologically rich Siskiyou and Klamath mountains will held May 30-June 1 at the Belt Building, Kirby,
Ore. Focus is on botanical research and geographical features of the region. Call (541) 592-4459.

RETURN TO THE RIVER: Restoration of Salmonid Fishes
in the Columbia River Ecosystem, from the orthwest
Power Planning Council. Assessing the scientific knowledge underlying salmon restoration. Public comments
invited through April 15. Call (800) 222-3355.
IS OREGON's land use program protecting livability?

Landmark, from 1000 Friends of Oregon, a watchdog
group, takes an in-depth, critical look. (503) 497-1000.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENTAL DIRECTORY, first edition, contains 1,270 listings of groups, internships, nature centers, web sires and more. Produced by
Global Action and Information Network, $18.50. Other
regional directories available. Call (406) 721-0440
STATE OFTHE GORGE 1996, from Friends of the
Columbia River Gorge, evaluates the first 10 years as a
ational Scenic Area. Bottom line: economy is healthy,
but key areas still lack permanent protection. Call (503)
241-3762.

On the Uleb
ONE/Northwest, Online Networking for the
Environment. Helping people in Alaska, British
Columbia, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington use
electronic networking to protect the Northwest environment. Directories of orchwest organizations and media,
news and information. www.onenw.org
HOW TO TRACK STATE LEGISLATION ONLINE:
Alaska: http://www.state.ak.us/local/akpages/LEGISLATURE/home.htm

Bookshelf

Idaho: http://www.state.id. us/legislat/legislat.html
Montana: http://www.mc.gov/leg)branch/branch.htm
Oregon: http://www.leg.scate.or.us/

STUFF: The Secret Lives of Everyday Things, by John C.
Ryan and Alan Durning and Northwest Environment
Watch. Do you know your stuff? Follow a day in the life
of an average
orth American, and see the secret lives of
food, cloches, coffee and toys. $9.94, NEW, Seattle. Call
(206) 447-1880.

Washington: http://www.leg.wa.gov/

A CONSPIRACY OF OPTIMISM: Management of the
National Forests since World War Two, by Paul W. Hirt,
assistant professor of history at Washington State
University. Now in paperback. A story of massive
clearcucs, polluted screams, declining wildlife and marred
scenery. University of ebraska Press, Lincoln,
eb.
FIRST ALONG THE RIVER: A Brief History of the U.S.
Environmental Movement, by Benjamin Kline, professor of
environmental history, San Jose State University. Traces
history from colonial days to the present. $15.95, Acada
Books, San Francisco, (415) 776,2325.

British Columbia: http://www.legis.gov.bc.ca/
UMPQUA WATERSHEDS, protecting ancient forests

in Southwest Oregon's Douglas County. See photo essay
on how the Forest Service is allowed to break environmental laws in the name of scientific experiments.
http://www.teleport.com/nonprofic/umpquawater.html

Hotices
INVITATION FOR POETRY SUBMISSIONS, from
orchwest Earth Institute, for quarterly newsletter,
EmthMatters. p to 60 lines accepted. Call (503) 2272807.

•Publicize your euent. publication. book. web_site or actiuity in [ascadia Times. Send information to Cascadia Hesource Guide. 25-6 HW 23rd Place '406 Portland OH

_________________________________
m10. Deadline for submissions is the 10th of each month.
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What Dispute Over Coho
Salmon?
by PeterA1oyle, Ph.D; Terry Roelofs, Ph.D; and ChristoplterFrissell, Ph.D
n October 25, 1996, the
National Marine Fisheries
Service announced that it
was postponing for six
months a decision on
whether or not to give federal Endangered
Species Act protection to the wild coho (or
silver) salmon chat spawn in streams in
northern California and Oregon. The stated
reason - the only legally legitimate reason
the agency could invoke - was that there
was a serious disagreement among scientists about whether or not the coho warrant
protection. Well, in a nutshell, there is no
such disagreement, at lease among independent, informed scientiscs. Political disagreements on the subject abound; legitimate scientific disagreemencs do nor. We
have studied coho salmon (among other
species) for many years. 'vVe are intimately
aware of our colleagues, research in chis
area, and know most of chem personally.
The relatively few scientiscs who study
salmon and other sea-going fishes communicate their findings at meetings and in
published literature. For the coho, there
exists a remarkable consensus, which can
be summarized as follows:
Perhaps half the original wild populations of coho salmon that spawn south of
the Canadian border are already extinct.
Two-thirds to three-quarters or more of the
remaining populations are in danger of
extinction.
The causes of the coho 's decline
include habitat disruption through logging,
agriculture, grazing, dams and diversions,
overfishing, and interactions with hatcherybred fish. These human causes of decline
interact with natural causes, such as
drought and low ocean productivity, to
increase severity of declines and to increase
the difficulty of coho recovery.
It is impossible to rescue most of the
populations now at risk. It is possible to
restore healthy coho populations co some

O

screams from which they've been extirpated.
None of this will be easy, but with
good will, hard work, broad cooperation,
and careful! targeted financial investment,
it will be possible to restore what was once
a billion-dollar, 60,000-job industry on the
West Coast. The enforceable provisions of
the Endangered Species Act - or some
very similar set of scientifically grounded
legally enforceable, and regional-scale safeguards and oversight mechanisms - are
essential to success of the restoration effort.
Governor Pete Wilson of California
and Governor John Kirzhaber of Oregon
argue that voluntary, state-sponsored recovery programs provide the best hope for the
coho. Federal listing, they argue, is unnecessary and would be counterproductive.
They seem to base this argument on the
idea that coho populations have reversed
their decline in recent years anyway. This
may or may not be an attractive political
argument, but the basis for it is not scientific or necessarily correct.
Aside from one anonymous "peer,"
the comments .MFS claims cast doubt on
the "sufficiency and accuracy of me science underlying its 1995 recommendation
to list the orthern California and Oregon
populations of coho all come from scientists
in the employ of timber companies, or
working for state fish and game agencies of
Oregon and California (which are under
intense political pressure from their respective governors to discourage federal listing).
The data on which they appear co base
their objections are unpublished, largely
unanalyzed, and, as far as we can tell, do
not really change the clear picture of widespread decline. We're convinced that saving the wide-ranging coho from the broad
spectrum of threats it faces is too big a job
for any one agency, any one state. Informed
and focused cooperation is the key, with
the power of the Endangered Species Act
as backstop.

It's in everyone's best interest to
restore once-mighty runs not only of coho,
but all our anadromous fishes. Just ask the
fishermen, both sport and commercial, who
have had to virtually stop fishing for coho
for the past several years because the
species is in such terrible shape.
The extra six months MFS gave
itself to make up its mind will run out April
25. At that time, the agency must either list
the orthern California and Oregon populations of coho or withdraw its proposal to
list them. A political decision to withdraw
the proposal would undoubtedly provoke
more lawsuits that will cost money and
time the government could better use to
reform coho management and restore coho
habitat. MFS was right in 1995 when it
proposed listing the coho, and it's unfortunate the agency has dithered so long since
then. Further delay makes no sense - not
for the coho salmon, nor for the thousands
of fishermen and others whose livelihoods
and quality of life depend on the coho's
recovery, and not for the region's citizens
and governments who together will shape
the coho's future.

PeterB. Jlf()yle is a professorof jis/1 biology
at the Universityof California,Davis.
Terry Roelofs isprvfessor offisheries at
Humboldt Stare Univtrsity in Atwta, Calif.
Chnstopher F rissell is research assistant
professor at the Universityof Mo11Jr111a
Flathead Lake BiologicalStation.

1'!ffl11------------------------------------Don't Spray_ Pesticides
in Willapa Bay
To the editor:
Thanks to Kathie Durbin for her informative analysis of the new federal Integrated
Scientific Assessment ("Wanted: Straight Talk
on the Interior Columbia Basin," CT, February
1997). I just finished Robin Cody's Voyageof a
SmnmerSun, coincidentally, so I appreciated
and agree with Mrs. Durbin's suggestion-that
it offers better understanding of the Columbia
watershed than the government's expensive
doorstop. I hope Cody's story enjoys a wide
audience.
Downstream near the mouth of the
Columbia I am associated with a group of
activists, the Ad Hoc Coalition for Willapa Bay,
working to stop aquatic pesticide use. I have
seen firsthand how concepts such as
Ecosystem Management and Integrated Pest
Management may be used to justify or disguise business as usual. The Ad Hoc Coalition
formed in 1991 when Monsanto initiated a
marketing program promoting the use of
Rodeo (glyphosate) for spartina control. While
there has been some success delaying and limiting use of this herbicide, it is not at all certain
we will stop or reduce planned aerial spraying
over much of the bay this summer. Besides
facing the usual army of bureaucrats and scientists who have bought into Monsanto's program, we must contend with the slick green
rhetoric of The Nature Conservancy, Ecotrust,
and the Willapa Alliance. We need help.
Perhaps you could do a story on aquatic pesticides. Keep up your good work.
Larry Warnberg

We gave only partial support to the
review's final report because it is incomplete.
We agree that the review failed to chart a path
for restoring salmon that have been nearly
wiped out by hydroelectric dams. The
Northwest stands to lose a great deal including its low-cost power - unless the
region finds a way to manage the Columbia
River to produce both power and healthy
salmon runs. The consensus this region muse
achieve on responding effectively to deregulation cannot happen unless the salmon issue is
faced forthrightly.
It is not true that consumer, conservation
and renewables representatives "deserted" the
salmon and their advocate on the panel, as
your article said. We and our salmon advocate
allies, many of whom are members of our
coalition, deliberated long and hard on framing
our responses to the final report. NCAC gave
the report qualified support because it was a
workable, albeit far from perfect, guide for a
careful restructuring of the Northwest energy
system. Salmon advocates concluded that a
dissent would best call attention to the unfinished business the review left behind. We
respect each ocher's positions, and more
importantly, we are continuing to work together on crafting energy solutions chat will safeguard our Northwest quality of life, for fish
and people alike.
Sara Patton

Coalition Director, NCAC
Seattle, Wash.

Snowmobiles Getting
Totally Out of Hand
To the editor:

Nahcotta, Wash.

Brick bat not Deserved
To the editor:
In your article (Industries Win, Salmon
Lose in New Northwest Energy Plan, CT,
January 1997) about the 1 lorthwest energy
recommendations that came out of the yearlong Comprehensive Review process, you
made several thoughtful observations about
the plan's weaknesses. But you also threw in
an undeserved brickbat at public interest organizations that were involved in the
Comprehensive Review.
The orthwest Conservation Act
Coalition is well aware that the
Comprehensive Review's final report is imperfect. The recommendations for funding energy
efficiency, renewable resources and lowincome energy assistance do not reach the optimal levels of the NCAC/Save Our Wild
Salmon Blueprint for a Sustainable Regional
Electric System (see "Rewiring the
orthwest," CT, December 1996).
evertheless, the review set a minimum standard for reducing the risks that electric power
deregulation poses for consumers and the environment. We will insist that lawmakers adhere
to chat standard in crafting utility restructuring
legislation. NCAC's support for the compromises on efficiency, renewables, and lowincome and consumer protection is contingent
on support for that consensus from the
Comprehensive Review's other parties.

I agree with John Adams, article ("Bullets
on Skis," CT, February 1997) on snowmobiles.
Snowmobiles are getting totally out of hand in
the orth Cascades of Washington, too. Their
tracks are all clearcuts, meadows, and any treeless areas they can get to, whether the areas
are behind gates or not. "Powder hounds"
spend all day bulleting from one clearcut or
open hillside to another, with no regard for any
wild animal, native plant, or other people. The
amount of affected snowmobile area is now
five times what it was just a couple years ago
when most riders stayed on established trails
or roads.
Last year a neighbor and I bought snowmobiles to survey for forest carnivores. We also
use them to park at edges of roadless areas to
survey by winter camping. We have found
snowmobiles in wilderness areas and into the
Natural Area preserves, both off limits to
motorized use. Though most riders obey the
law and rules, those who do not cannot be discounted for they cause an unbelievable
amount of harm.
The abusers are not alone in their fault.
The land agencies are guilty as well. Their
personnel work Monday through Friday, then
leave when the weekend abusers show up.
Snowmobile signs move around as the abusers
open up areas at their convenience. The situation is totally out of control because the
abusers are not kept in check by the agencies
looking the other way.
Mark Skatrud

Tonasket, Wash.

Learning the Lessons of
Floods and Drought

A Reminder of Why ~
Practice Conservation

To the editor:

To the editor:

Oregon congressman Bob Smith, chairman of the congressional committee which
oversees the U.S. Forest Service, believes timber is the most important economic activity on
our national forests. Citing reports by
researchers who have worked for the timber
industry, Smith claims a draft resource assessment prepared by the Forest Service overestimates the economic importance of recreation,
fisheries and wildlife. Both Smith and the
Forest Service are wrong. As recent floods in
Northern California, two years of floods in
Oregon, Washington and Idaho, and cyclical
droughts and floods throughout the West
demonstrate, the greatest economic contribution of western national forests is to keep soil
on hillsides and water stored in forest aquifers
for release during the West's dry summers.
How much of the cost in lives, homes,
highways, business and soil loss could be
avoided if we were to keep mature trees and
their soil holding roots on our mountain hillsides? How much of the millions spent to
dredge reservoirs could be avoided by keeping
trees on and roads off the steep mountain
slopes above the dams? How much in drought
relief and water development cost would be
unnecessary if we managed the national
forests as the creators of the Forest Service
intended - "for the purpose of securing·
favorable conditions for water flows"?
While economists will tell you assignment of dollar cost for "externalities," "opportunity costs" and other "indirect" costs and
benefits is exceedingly difficult, owners of seven homes destroyed by a mudslide originating
in a Pacific Lumber Company clearcut in
Northwest California's Humboldt County
have no difficulty judging the cost to them.
Hopefully, we can all agree that the value of
timber taken from a clearcut on Oregon's
Umpqua River can not compare with the value of four lives lost in the landslide originating
in chat clearcut.
The people of Switzerland realized long
ago that removing forests from steep mountain
slopes inevitably leads to more frequent landslides and exaggerated flooding downstream.
Logging is now prohibited, trees are planted
and forests nursed to maturiry in the Swiss
mountains as a solid investment and a civic
responsibility. Residents of Asia's Himalayan
Mountains, who have learned the costs
through bitter experience, put their bodies on
the line to prevent logging of steep hillsides
above their villages and fields. In California,
too, there is a growing awareness chat water
supplies are enhanced when forest cover is
allowed to remain in place.
That's why a few years ago the East Bay
Municipal Utilities District sued GeorgiaPacific tO prevent clearcutting above the district's Sierra evada reservoir. While some
California politicians like .S. Rep.John
Doolittle still call for new dams, most
Californians realize protecting forests is a more
effective and easily less expensive method of
flood protection and water storage.

That essay by David James Duncan in
your latest was great! I mean really great.
Tired and stopped-up with a cold, I pushed
aside the paper piles on my desk, hit the do
not disturb button on my phone and started
reading. "How to Hope Like a Coho (CT,
February 1997)" was a wonderful reminder of
why so many of us do what we do in the day
by day practice of conservation, and as I put
Cascadia aside, I was reminded of that magic
feeling Duncan felt in seeing his first wild
salmon. It is for now gone, "but not before his
unblinking eye changed the way I look out of
my own."

Felice Pace

Executive Direaot; Klamath Forest Allia11ce
Etna, Calif.

Rick Johnson

ExecutiveDireaor;
Idaho Conservation League, Boise

Railroads Vs.Clearcuts
To the editor:
It was interesting to note in your
February 1997 issue the editorial about Scare
Foreseer Jim Brown and his staff denying the
relationship of steep slope logging and landslides. I turned the page and found
"Landslide Survivors Sue Timber
Companies."
Timberland owners and the Oregon
Department of Forestry should be liable for
damage caused by their decisions to log in
unstable areas. The 1996 floods caused huge
amounts of damage to the Salmonberry River
(one of the only rivers in the Oregon orth
Coast to still have a healthy run of wild steelhead) and the Port of Tillamook Bay Railroad.
While some damage resulted from lack of
maintenance co the rail line, there were also
massive landslides on at least four tributaries
of which I am aware; Wolf Creek, Bathtub
Creek, Kinney Creek and Tunnel Creek. It
would require more expert investigation than I
am capable of doing co determine the origin
and cause of these landslides, but I believe all
started at either a logging road, culvert or timber harvest on steep slopes.
The Bathtub Creek blowout washed out
the railroad trestle and rail line in the area. Ac
the Tunnel Creek blowout, debris completely
blocked the Salmonberry River, causing the
water ro rise and run through the railroad tunnel before the blockage breached. This caused
damage to the rail line and tunnel. A massive
debris slide caused extensive damage to the
trestle at Kinney Creek. The Wolf Creek
blowout somehow did not take out the trestle,
but it caused far-reaching damage to fish habitat for miles.
The cost of repairing flood damage to the
railroad is probably around $35 million. le is
my understanding that the Port of Tillamook
purchased the rail Line with help from the
Oregon Economic Development Department.
This, I believe, is lottery and tax dollars.
In one possible scenario, it could be said
3:
P)
the Department of Forestry has allowed forest ~
practices that have caused millions of dollars of tr
damage to the railroad. It could be an interesting story to follow.
Iarcy Sherman

Portland
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Taking a Hike through
Oregon S Geolngy
by Jo Ostgarrlen

granted - at lea t until we are threatened with losing it (or wor .e, lose it). In
the Coramandel, a gold mining re ival
he thing that makes a hiklooms. Familiarity doesn't so much
ing guide book e ceptionbreed contempt as it engender
indifferal is not so much the
ence. That's where a good guide, and
minutiae and the author's
guide book, can make a difference,
in ight. Oh sure, it should
inspiring a deeper, renewed sense of
provide a Ii ting of trails, mileage and
commitment.
topographical detail· blended with interIn fact, I found
esting facts and highlights. Bur it also
after a day with Mr.
matter· how such information is presentand Mrs. Kiwi
ed. It .hould act as an enthusiastic, yet
Geology
Dundee that I was
honest escort, one that reminds you of
by Ellen Morris Bishop and John Eliot Allen,
desperate to get back
the privilege and responsibility inherent
home. With Mount
in acce s to the treasured places it
The Mountaineers, 221 pages, $16.95
Hood a mere 20
reveals.
and head east fast.
miles from my front
The same holds true for a good
The Pinnacles (near Mount
door, I began to wonYou al o gee an identif ation guide
guide. Doug Johansen, otherwise known
Mazama) they tell us "are not quite
der what I was missing in my own backas Kiwi Dundee, and his wife, Jan Poole,
with descriptions of rocks and minerals
what they seem." Though their pointy
yard. In New Zealand, I felt like
you may encounter on Oregon trails.
who lead hikes together in New
spires appear solid-erosion-proofed by a
Dorothy in Oz ("there's no place like
Divided along regional lines, Hiki11g
Zealand's breathtaking Coramandel
resistant caprock, they are, in fact, holhome"). I thought of the Salmon River
Oregon's Geology take you on a tour of
Peninsula forests, and other Kiwi locales,
low rube - erosion-proofed from the
Trail, its ancient tree and the magical
the state's most fascinating landscapes
are perhaps two of the world's most
inside out - that once were fumarole·
river that wends around it. I was anxious
Iount Hood, Hells Canyon, The
inspiring eco-escorts, Their passion for
or conduits for hoc gas trapped in the ash
co hike there again, my new attitude in
Deschure , Smith Rock, Crater Lake
the Puketui Valley - and ultimately
flow of Mount Mazama.
tow.
Painted Hills, Kalmiopsis Wilderness their dedication to the pre ervation of its
In a description of Saddle
fountain
Coincidentally, about the time I
as well as a few dozen of the more offancient (and finally regenerating) Kauri
trail, we learn that the mountain i conreturned, Hiking Oregon's Geology (The
the-beaten-track places.
forest - is as infectious as a common
structed of corrugated basalt. "Instead of
Mountaineers, 1996, $16.95) hit the
In total, you'll find descriptions of
cold on a crowded bus.
o matter how
columns the cliff bear a lattice-work of
helves. For me, a retrospect traveler,
enlightened you consider yourself, a
51 hikes combined with 80 black and
cracks and thin bands, occasionally
the timing couldn't have been more perwhite photos, and 10 "ea y' map .
walk with them will leave you feeling a
punctuated by a thick olid dike shootfect. Here' a guide book that comes
huge intere t and respect for the place.
Hikes range from strolls in urban parks
ing its way to the top." Continuing, we
When we parted after a day of hikclose to playing the role of the inspiring
to wilderness summit climb ; from short,
learn that the e dikes were "generated
escort. Though co-authors Ellen !orri
handicapped-access
trails to challenging
ing - largely beneath a canopy of fern
by still-fluid portions of the same basalt
Bishop and John Eliot Allen (who, sadly,
six-day backpack trips into Hells
trees and soaring 80-feet tall slick-trunk
flow forcing it way down through the
died this past December) focus on rock,
Canyon. Each designated trail is accomKauri - I was so overwhelmed with
broken, brecciated basalt. The process
rather than the more comprehensive
panied by information on di ranee, elegratitude, I immediately handed over a
was rather like squeezing caulking into
environmental tour of Johansen and
vation, ease of use (easy to strenuous),
hydration pack the both had admired
cracks or pressure-sealing
concrete."
but which was as yet unavailable in ew
Poole, Hiking Oregon's Geology reads like a
ratings, and safety tips, as well as the
Many of the trails also include a trail
travelogue that make the familiar eem
Zealand. I would have given them my
names and numbers of the key maps
guide describing points of interest. You
new. Along with detailed descriptions of
you'll want to carry.
shirt, too, if they had asked.
also find sidebars with con ise, yet interhiking trails, you get an eas -to-read
Johan en and Poole say their
But the authors go further, capping
esting descriptions of tectonic rotation,
charges, visitors like myself, often appreexplanation of how each of the states
trail details with delightful descriptions
of srratovolcanos (like Mount Hood) and
ciate the Coramandel more than mo t
geological province - from the Coastal
of the geology that make each area so
shield volcanoes (like
ewberry and
Range co the far-off Steens - wa ·
Kiwi . It's an intere ting observation and
spectacular and beloved. Take, for
Mount Sheridan) and a geological
formed. You learn how olcanoes are creholds true all over the world. For many,
example, this description of the remote
timetable of the Columbia River Gorge
the landscape in our backyard (like the
ated, and the effects of plate tectonics
Owyhees "tucked absentmindedly
into
and other geologically significant areas.
people in our lives) is often taken for
and other phenomena on the landscape.
Orezon' back pocket like a rumpled
It's a guide book destined for tattering
dollar bill. Many dusty road , but few
by every hiker and backpacker with a
trail , navigate their wrinkled landscape.
hankering for Oregon landscape.
Few hikers explore their canyons. The
Home is a place of refuge and comfort-or is it? We may
Owyhee. remain a faraway, forgotten
Jo Ostgarden is a contriluaing editor of
think of "sick buildings" as those airless offices and
desert landscape, whose loudest voice is
Ca cadia Times. She terites from Sandy,
public spaces we visit so often, but in fact, most people
silence. ' [ don't know about you, but it
Ore.
live in houses full of plastic , toxic paint, and electrical
sure makes me want to load my bike up
equipment that cause indoor pollution up to twenty
times more toxic than pollution outdoors. Sydney and
Joan Baggs' The Healthy House (HarperCollins) shows how
to put an end to these health-hazardous surroundings,
whether building a new house, renovating an existing
A musical tribute to the wildlands and
one, or even renting. Practical instructions guide readers
wildlife of the Western U.S. and Alaska.
through selecting a site, choosing healthy building
Original
Country & Folk songs by the Coyote Angels, a cast of
materials, working with tradespeople, and much more to
musicians
dedicated to preserving the wilderness: Bart Koehler and
create a safe, healthy place to call home.
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Hiking Oregon's

Rachel Sanders, Alaska; Keith Brandemihl, Montana; Chip Rawlins, Wyoming.
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Message---------------------NETWORKING
OUTDOOR SINGLES NETWORK, established quarterly newsletter; ages, I 990, $45/year; $15/trial issue, free information, OSN-CT. Box 769, Haines AK
99827.
HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING SALES- Coscadio Times welcomes applications for experienced advertising sales representative based in all corners of Cascadia.
Commission only. Send resume to: ASR. Cascadia Times, 25-6 Northwest 23rd
Place, No. 406, Portland OR 97210.
ENVIRONMENTALISTS
Free yourself from competing with friends over grants. Develop leveraged and
recurring income that allows more time freedom to do environmental work
Newest division of one of the oldest healthcare companies in U.S. PREVENTIVE healthcare breakthrough products that have the RESEARCH to back up
claims. Fight heart disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer; asthma,allergies and more.
Call Mary at 503-452-3979 or AForestAdv@aol.com.
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
River Network, a national river protection organization, seeks an experienced
fundraiser for our Oregon office to identify, cultivate and solicit funding from
individuals, corporations and foundations sources. Extensive (at least 5 years)
non-profit and fundraising experience required. Person must work well as a
team member and independently, have excellent written and oral communication skills, and a dedication to protecting the environment. Competitive salary
and excellent benefit package. To apply, send resume and writing sample by
April 18 to River Network, P.O. Box 8787, Portland, OR 97207-8787.

ENVIRONMENTAL

OPPORTUNITIES

Monthly subscription newsletter lists non-profit positions throughout the U.S.
Write/Call for information or a sample copy: EOCN, P.O. Box 4379, Arcata CA
95518; (707) 826-1909.

Your vehiclefor business, personal and
professional opportunities in Cascadia.
RATES BY THE WORD.
10 word minimum.
$0.35 per word.
HEADLINES
8 pt= $2.00
11 pt= $3.00
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
$19.00 per column inch
DEADLINES
All entries must be submitted by 15th of the
month preceding publication.
Cascadia Times reserves the right to reject
any ad for any reason.
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JOIN THE
CASCADIA
CLUB!
Make a financialcontribution to
help underwrite the cost of

A Small Newspaper CAN
Make a Difference.
''

A half-dozen years or so ago, an extraordinary thing began happening in the pages
of the Portland Oregonian, the dominant newspaper in that state: Articles
began appearing that questioned logging as it was practiced by
lumber companies and the Forest Service.
Unheard of Timber is Oregon's life-blood! It will last forever!
A main reason the newspaper began reporting what environmentalists had been worrying about for years was two young
reporters, Kathie Durbin and Paul Koberstein. They provided rocksolid evidence, well-written and impeccably researched, that ancient
forests were disappearing, scores of species were sliding toward
extinction, laws were being flouted, fisheries were being ruined, and
the state's economy was at risk from fool-hardy practices.
Not surprisingly, the ride didn't last forever. Both reporters were forced out by
mid-1994.
The result is the Cascadia Times, a monthly tabloid that concentrates on environmental matters in the upper left-hand corner of the country. We have at hand the July
1996 issue, a "Summer Salmon Reader." and it is superb. Handsome, compact, wellwritten, and informative, as one might expect from talented reporters.
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... Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
fln Brief, Fa/11 BBB)_
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MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Times
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
Call in your credit card orders (503 )223-9036
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